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Thp. meeting was called to order at 10.15 a.m.

AGENDA ITEM 1351 REPORT OF THE INTERNATIONAL LAW COMMISSION ON THE WORK OF ITS
THIRT~-NINTH SESSION (continued) (A/42/l0, 179, 429)

AGENDA ITEM 1301 DRAFT CODE OF OFFENCES AGAINST THE PEACE AND SECURITY OF
MANKIN~I REPORT OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL (continued) (A/42/484 and Add.l)

1. ~ALEf'n RODRIGUES (Brazil) said it was unfortunate that chapter IV of the
report of the ~~ternational Law Commipsion (A/42/l0), entitled "International
liability for injurious consequences arising out of acts not prohihited by
international law", did not indicate the subjects on which the views of Governments
woula be of particular interest. The Commission had held a very wide-rangl.ng
debate on a great number of iSSll~S, which had gone even beyond the Special
Rapporteur's request referred to in ~)aragraph 132 of the report. It was
ad"antageous to know how the Commission felt on the fundamentals of the topic and
on the approach more or less agr~ed upon. However, the Sixth Con Lttee could not
reasonably ~eal with the 15 issues carefully presented in paragraphs 134 to 192 of
the report. His delegation's observations would therefore be of a general nature,
touching only on points to which it attachea particular importance.

2. Hj.a delegation agreed with practically all of the Special Rapporteur's
conclusions set forth in paragraph 194. The legal regUlation of activities which
had or might have transboundary physic~l consequences adversely affecting persons
or things was becoming increAsingly necessary. It would be preferab~e to reverse
the order of terms in the subheading "Prevention and reparation" to read
"Reparation and prevention", since reparation was the essence of liability. The
draft articles should try to establish a reasonable and equitable regime of
reparation, which Should protect the affected State without imposing an unbearable
burden on the State of origin. The articles might establish binding guidelines,
with the details of each case being left td agreements to be conclUded by the
States concerned. That solution should not be considered as implying acceptance of
the controversial concept of "strict liability", for strict liability was not
absolute liability. In cases of State responsibility, restitutio in integrum must
in principle be made for the cons~quence of an ~nternationally wrongful act, but
even there some mitigation was to be admitted, particularly when d~mage resulted
from a lawful activity.

3. Should a strict set of rules of prevention be established, the main obligation
of the E.tate would not be to avoid transboundary harm, but to obey such rules.
Non-compliance with the rules would amount to an internationally wrongful act, and
the question would be transferred to the field of ~nternational responsibility.
However, the question arose as to what would happen jf, despite full compliance
with the rules, damage still occurred, or if damage resulted from an actiVity which
had not been subject to an agreed r~gime of prevention because there had seemed to
be no riSk involved. The Commission should see to it that the role of rules of
prevention was not over-emph&sized, to the detriment of rules of reparation. The
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Commiss'.on should be cautious in aaaessing the conF ,ences of the special
Rapporteur's suggestion ~o eliminate the proposal i ;ection 2, paragraph 8, of the
schematic outline, according to which failure to comply with preventive rules did
not give rise to any right of action (A/42/l0, para. 179).

4. His delegation \fas confident that the Commission would move ahead from the
preliminary stage in which it had been antangled for far too long to a more
concrete phase of pr~SenL!tion and adoption of articles.

5. Mr. ROBINSON (Jamai~a) said that the Sixth Committee was hardly in a position
to exercise any influence over thv kind of items on the Commission's agenda when
its own agenda was so sparse in items worthy of its consideration. Many of the
legal in3truments drafted by thft Third Committee would have been better formulated
by the Sixth Committee, whf!re the personnel were better equipped for that kind of
work, by that process, the Sixth Committee's agenda would be enriched, as would
that of the Commission by virtue of the referral to it of items relating to those
instruments. The consideration of auch items by the Sixth Committee and/or the
Commission would not necessarily require more time than was used by the Third
Committee. The Sixth Committ~e and th~ COmmission ought to be principally
responsible for asci sting the General Assembly in discharging its obligation under
Article 13, paragraph 1 (a), of the Charter.

6. His delegation continued to attach the greatest importance to the ~raft Code
of Offences against the Peace anJ Security of Mankind. With regard to the
principle of aut dedece allt punire, enShrined in draft article 4, he pointed out
that, since Beveral modern conventions dealing with the suppression of specific
offences utilized the principle, the draft code could do no less. The article's
title should be changed, however, to read "Duty to try or extradite", because the
literal translation from the Latin did not conform with the way the law had been
developed in that area, as formulated in several conventions, the duty was not
expressed as a duty to prosecute if there was no extradition, but rather as a duty
to submit the case to the competent authorities for the purpose of prosecution.
Draft article 4 (1) should be clarified so as to refer to a duty to submit the case
to the authorities for that purpose. Otherwise, it t~uld present difficulties for
several countries, including Jamaica, where the Government could not guarantee
prosecution in all cases, since the decision as to prosecution was a matter for an
institution which was wholly independent of the Government.,

'I. Article 4 should establish the principle of jurisdiction either in the courta
of the country in which the offender was found or to which he was extradited, on
the one hand, or, on the other, in an inter.nationa~ criminal court. It was not
clear, however, whether paragraph 30 of the report was correct in saying' that the
Int~rnational Convention on the Suppression and Punishment of the Crime of
Apartheid established as one of its jurisdictional features territorial
jurisdiction, since under article V of that Convention, tri~l might take place in
any State party which might have acquired jurisdiction over the offender, not
necessarily in the State in whose territory the ofrender was found. Paragraph 30
made it clear that, in relation to an offence und~r the Code, the jurisdiction of
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domestic courts and that of any international crimin~l court were not exclusive,
but, rather, existed at the same time. In that r~gard, questions arose as to
whether an offender having been tried in a domestic coure m~ght none the less be
tried again for the Same offence by an international .,rimiraal court, or whether
either the domestic court or the internatio~5l court had jurisdiction to try the
offender, but that once tried, for example, by the domestic court, he could not be
tried again by an international criminal court.

8. As stated in paragraph 37, it wo'ld be difficult to invoke the non bis in idem
rule since, by virtue of the primacy of international criminal law, an
international criminal court would, in principle, be competent to try intern~tional

crimes. His delegation's preliminary view was that the non bis in idem rule ought
to find a place in the Code, irrespective of whether an international criminal
court was established. The aforementioned statement in paragraph 37, moreover, was
based upon a mis~onception, for there was no primacy of international criminal law
allowing an international criminal court to t,y an offender under the Code who had
already been tried by a domestic court vested with jurisdiction to try such an
offender. The criminal law which an int~rnational criminal court would apply in
relation to an offence under the Code would be the same criminal law applied by
domestic courts with regard to a similar offence.

9. No question of the primacy of the jurisdiction of an ~nternational criminal
court arose in relation to such domestic courts, unless the relevant States parties
expressly made provision for such primacy in the relevant agreements. In the
absence of such a provision, it would b~ wrong to assume that the international
criminal court enjoyed some kind of priority over such domestic courts) both courts
were best seen as courts of first instance to either of which an offender under the
Code might be brought to trial.

10. The jurisdiction which a domestic court had under any of the international
conventions dealing with the suppression of ~ specific crime should be
distinguished from the jurisdiction which the same kind of court would have under
the Code. The conventions required a State party to punish the guilty persons in
accordance with its internal law, ~hus, the body of law which the domestic court
applied in that situation was wholly internal and national. Under the Code,
however, the body of law which it applied would be international to the extent that
it would consist of such rul~s as were embodied in the Code or which reflect~d

customary international law, rather than consisting of the rules and principles of
its internal criminal law.

11. On the other hand, in a situation in which a domestic court exercised, in
accordance with its internal criminal law, jurisdiction over an offender for a
crime such as murder or hostage-taking, it would be proper for an international
criminal court to try that of.Pender for the acts which had given rise to the murder
or hostage-taking, but which might bear a different nomenclature in ~hat .
jurisdiction. However, where the body of law applied by the domestic court and the
international criminal court was the same, it would be impro~er to subject· a person
who had been tried for an offence under the Code by a domestic court to another
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trial for the same offence by an international criminal cou~t. The pLea of !}on bis
in idem should be open to such a person.

12. As to whether States parties to the humbn-rights conventions could agree to an
abridgement of the rights enshrined in those convenlions in cir~umstances not
covered by them, his delegation did not feel th~t th~ sense of moral outrage
instilled by a serious or heinous offence against the peace and security of mankind
justified derogations from obligations under those ~onv~ntion6.

13. Article 4 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights allowed
derogation from the non bis in idem rule, contained in article 14 (7) of that
Covenant, in time of public emergency which threatened the life of the nation.
That provisi-~ raised the question of whether the trial of a person for an offence
under the COL for which he had already been convicted or acquitted in
circumstances not covered by the exceptional situation referred to in article 4 was
not in breach of the non bis in idem rule. Moreover, under article 75 of
Additional Protocol I to the 1949 Geneva Conventions, the non bis in idem rule
applied even in situations of armed conflict, although it was made clear that it
only prohibited a second trial by the same party and under the same law and
judicial procedure. Accordingly, he wondered why the rule could not be included in
the Code as also applying to situations not involving armed conf1ic' •

14. Article 6 of the draft Code could be compared with article 14 of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Right~ and article 75 (8) of
Additional Protocol I to the 1949 Geneva Conventions, the latter of which
sti~ulated that no provision of the article might be cvnstrued as limiting or
infringing any other more favourable provision granting greater protec~ion, under
any applicable rules of international law, to persons covered by para~raph 1 of the
article. His delegation believed that the Code should contain a similar
provision. That would still leave unanswered, however, the question of whether a
State party to the Covenant and to the Code would not, in a situation wh~re the
Covenant was more Cavourable than the Code, be obliged, as distinct from being
entitled, to grant rights as enshrined in the Covenant. Since the list of rights
set out in article 6 was not exhaustive, it would seem that a pel~on ch~rged with
an offence under the Code would, ~n relation to a State party t~ the Covenant and
the Code, be able to insist on a more favourable standard of human rights under the
Covenant.

15. Paragraph 2 (a) of article 6 should probably also provide for an exception to
the right to a pUbli~ hearing, to protect certain interests such aa national
security or public order. The protection of such interest3 could in certain cases
justify an in camera trial for an offence against th~, peace and security of
mankind. Paragraphs (6l and (7) of the commentary to article 6 explained-that
paragraphs 2 (c) and 2 (g) of that article applied to situations other than those
covered hy those paragraphs. If it was intended that tho',. paragraphs should have
that application, it was not sufficient to say so in the ~om~,entary, the text
itself should so provid~. Using the commentary to draft t:eaty articles was
improper. ~loreover, the phrase "with regard to the law and the facts" in the
chapeau of article 6 did not add anything to the provision and could be deleted.
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16. His delegation was in favour of preparation by the Commission of a statute for
a competent international c,-iminal juris ~tion for individuals, since such a
jurisdiction was a necessary complement to the jur~sdiction that the domestic
courts of a State would have pursuant to the draft Code. Many States would prefer
to see offences under the draft Code dealt with by an internationall criminal court
rather than by their domestic courts. It was presumed that the draft articles
would include a provision obliging States to adopt the necessary measures to
establish their jurisdiction over offences under the draft Code. For many States,
such steps would involve legislation to establish juri~diction ovnr offences
committed outside the~r tertitory. The provision in question should be included
whether or not the bracketed phr&se, "under international law", was retained in
draft artic e i. Although th~ =ommentary did not explain the meaning of the
phrase, it indicated that some members of the Commission had felt that its
inclusion would necessitate the addition to the draft Code of a provision
regulating the incorporation of international obligations in the internal law of
States. Such a provision would constitute the usual general implementation clausp,
to be found in most treaties.

17. His delegation suspected that the impact of the phrase "under international
law" might be more cosmetic than substantive, signifying that the international
community viewed crimes under the dr~ft Code with the highest degree of
seriollsness. However, the problem with that kind of explanation was that it
conflicted with the theory that there was no difference between internationll law
and internal law. The Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties defined a treaty,
inter alia, as an international agreement "governed by inte.rnational law". Tile
phrase "under international law" had the same meaning liS the phrall'e "qovernt!d by
international law", but additionally pointed to international law as the source or
basis of the criminality in the offences. Jamaica had no objection to the
inclusion of the phrase in draft a~r.icle:. Many of his comments on the draft Code
wer~ based on the assumption that the draft articles would ultimately be embodied
in an international convention, beca~se there was no other way of making them
useful to the international community.

18. The explanation of draft article 3 (1) offered in the commentary waa
confusing. Although motive was irrelevant to the commission of the offence, draft
article 3 (1) spoke of motives that might not be covered by the definitiun of the
offence, implying that the element of motive might oe a part of the definition of
an offence ngainst the peace and security of mankind, If factors such as racial or
national hatred, religion or political opinion were an essential part of the
definition of an offence under the draft Code, th~y had to be established and
proved in the same way as any other ingredient of the offence. Moreover, if in
fact the definition of the offence had made such factors part of the offence's
constituent elements, it was not correct to say that the f~ctors were irrelevant to
the commission of the offence because they were motives. He wished to refer to
draft article 12 (3) in that connection. It was quite clear that a conviction for
the offenc~ dealt with in that draft article required procf ttJat the relevant acts
were committed on one of the bases set out in ttat provision. if the intention was
that the of~ence was committed it the acts were based on other grounds, the
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provision would have to be so formulated that the enumeration of the grounds was
open-ende" ...od non-exhaustive. The difficulty with a provision so formulated was
that it would lack the certainty so essential for the definition of a criminal
offence. Article 3 (1) shQuld be either deleted or redrafted to say simply that an
individual who committed a 'crime against the peace and security of mankind was
responsible for such crime irrespective of the motives for tho commission of the
crime.

19. It was clear that much more work would have to be done by the Commission on
the draft Code, but the work done so far had provided a sufficiently solid
foundatton to guaranteu s~ccess.

20. Mr. LEE (Canada) said that work on the law of the non-navigational uses of
incern~tional watercourses had shown that the principle of "equitable utilization"
waR a fundamental one for the use and management of international watercourses, and
that the Special Rapporteur was right to build his draft articles around it. His
third report or the subject was a useful continuLcion of past work.

21. A general duty to co-operate was an essential foundation for draft articles
setting out a regime for the re13tions of States that shared an international
watercourse. Such a duty had already emerged in international law and must be
elaborated by the formulation of specific procedural rules. In that regard, the
draft articles prepared by the Special Rapporteur wer~ generally satisfactory.
There was an important balance to be achieved in any such rules betwe~n the rights
of a State wiAhing to undertake a project relating to an int~~national watercour~e

and those of States that might be affected by it. The validity and priority of ~ny

interests involved had to be determined by ref~rence to th~ yardstick of equit~bl.

utilization, which suggested that third-party dispute-settlement procedures might
be necessary for the effective functioning of the procedural rules.

22. Where a Stnte contemplated a new use of an international watercourse, there
had to be a duty to noti fy other States and provide them with sufficient
information to enable them to assess any potential harm. Draft articl~ 11 was
therefore both necessary and appropriate. Draft article 12 allowing a reasonable
period for replying to notification was also appropriate, although his delegation
preferred the first suggested alternative text because it did not stipulate, a
specific minimum period. His delegation also supported the provision i~ draft
article 13 that conSUltations should ensue at'the instance of the notified State
when it had determined th~t the proposed use would cause it appreciable harm and
deprive it of its equitable share of the uses and benefits of the watercourse.
Some members of the Commission had felt that th~ draft articles were weighted too
heavily in favour of the notified State. His delegation agreed that the procedural
protections for a potentiaHy affected State should not be permicted to be' used to
frustrate legitimate uses by another State, but the prGposed draft articles did n~t

conflict with that positior,.
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23. The chemical pollution of the Rhine in the "Sando~" incident had shown both
the importance of co-operation as a fundamental principle of watercourse management
and the interrelated nature of all aspects of such management and control. Canada
realized that some Governments had yet to support the idea that meaningful progress
towards resolving the problems faced by riparian States coul~ not be made without
an integrated approach to the management of watercourse systems. But it had to be
remembered that the Commission was only endeavouring to provide a workable and
adaptable framework agreement. That approach proviJed the necessary degree of
integration for comprehensive codification while preserving the option for States
to make modifications to fit particular circumstance. His Government wished to
rllliterate its appreciation that more attention had been devoted to that important
topic at the thirty-ninth session of the Commission. The task of providing a
framework responded to an actual need being faced by States, and no oelay should be
allowed as the Commission sought to further its important preparatory work.

24. Turning to the topic of international liability for iniurious consequences
arising out of acts not prohibited by international law, he said that his
delegation was concerned because the Commission hal not devoted the time that was
warranted to such an urgent and vital issue, and because the report on its dp.bate
suggested that some thought the topic not ripe for codification. Even if that was
so, which he did not accept, the topic was certainly . ipe for progressive
development.

25. Some of the diffiCUlty might be caused by the title, which focused on the fact
ttlat the acts causing injury were not contrary to international law. But a focus
on environmental concerns provided a ~learer understanding of the objectivesJ the
re~ult of the Commission's work, as his delegation saw it, would be a framework
convention on international environmental law. The Sandoz and Chernobyl incidents
were examples of the kind of problems that called for the development of a legal
framework. It had been said that existing State practice was insufficient, but his
delegation could not accept that the Commission should await an ac~~mulation of
environmental disasters before acting. What was being suggested waS simply a legal
regime that domestic law already provided, namely, responsibility for acts that
harmed one's neighbour

26. The problem was urgent and State practice pointed in the direction of
responsibility. The general obligation to avoid environmental harm had been
manifested in a host of international instruments which existed independently of
~ny general bOdy of law on State responsibility. The arqument that work on the
topic must await the outcome of work on State repponsioility was therefore
unacceptable. The issue was simply whether or not States continued to accept
principles 21 and 22 of the Declaration of the United Nations Conference on the
Human Environment. If not, it was doubtful whether the Commission could effect
either codification or progressive development of the law on the subject. But if
it did not do so, there was a riSk that States would simply codify or develop the
law outside the Commission.
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27. The report of the World Commission on Environment and Development had brought
home the danger of ignoring protection of the environment, and neither the
~n~ernational Law Commission nor the Sixth Committee could disregard its warnings.
The organs of the United Nations had to take account of its implications for their
work, and his delegation was therefore encouraged by the support for a convention
on environmental protection voiced by the repres~ntative of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics in the Second Committee. Canada hoped that the resolution
submitt~d by the Sixth Committee to the General Assembly would make it clear that
the topic was a matt~r of priority for the International Law Com~ission.

28. His delegation was in general agreement with the substance of the draft
articles proposed by the Special Rapporte"r. The difficult questions concerned the
circumstances under which liability was to accrue and the extent of that
liability. The i~sue was who should bear the loss where the national. ot on~ !itate
were injured or where property was damaged as a result of activities occurring in
anothe,r state. The answer was clearly that responsibility should rest with the
State in which the loss-c~using activity occurred. That would ~romote both of the
objectives that should be behind any codification of the topic by ensuring that the
State harmed was not left with a loss and by providing an incentive for States to
take particular precautions where activities within their territories could have
transboundary consequences. His delegation was encouraged by what the Special
Rapport~ur had produced so far, and hoped that he would continue to develop his
draft articles along the lines indicated.

29. Mr. LUTEM (Turkey) said that so far as the topic of international liability
for injurious consequences arising out of acts not prohibited by international law
was concerned, the Commission had dealt mainly with general considerations because
it remained divided on the substance. Most members had serious doubts about the
subject's basis in international law, and thought that it would be difficult to
draw up a general treaty on liability in the absence of established international
norms. His delegation believed that it might be wise to leave theoretical problams
aside and await the outcome of the work to be undertaken in accordance with the
Special Rapporteur's preliminary conclusions in paragraph 194 of the Commission's
report (A/42/l0).

30. The regime envisaged by the Special Rapporteur on the law of the
non-navigational uses of international watercQurses was unrelated to existing
practice and represent~d a forced dnd artificially elaborate innovation, because it
introduced a strange rul~ that any new use of a watercourse might be considered a
risk by other States and could n0t be undertaken without their consent. The draft
articles could not be considered as deriving from international practice, and it
was not possible, as the Special Rapporteur had done, to deduce from contractual
practice the existence of a legal obligation on a watercourse State to notify other
watercourse States of a new use, unless there was a specific agreement on the
subject. The draft articles therefore were not in accord with existing inter-State
relations on the subject, and went against the sovereign rights of States over
their natural resou(ces.
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31. The complexity of the subject was due to the multiplicity of interests
involved and the div~csity of internattonal watercourses. His delegation had had
setious misgivings about the codification and progressive d~velopment of the topic
from the beginning, ISrad ",as b:-.ill not convinced that it was ripe for codi ficatic ..
The differances of opinion ev~n over the general obligation to co-operate (draft
article 10) had shown that the law on the subject did not even lend itoelf to the
formulation of a "framework agreement". Tnternation~l co-operation was a vague
concept, yet dr3ft article 10 stipu13ted a duty to co-operate as a general rule of
law, whic·.l WClS not and should not be the case. Formulating the rule that imposed
an obligation to co-operate was contrary to the very idea of co-operation.

32. Draft article 11 implied the establishment of an obligation for the upstream
State, but not for the downstre~m Stote. Draft article 13 implied that if a
notified State claimed that an envisaged use might cause it appreciable harm, the
notifying State would find itself under a whole series of obligations. All in all,
draft articles 10 to 15 were ill-balanced ane should be recast RS procedural rules
in the form of recommendations. In t.iJat way, t"ey would bind the watercourse
States concerned only when incorporated in specific watercourse agreemants.

33. With regdrd to the Commission's programme, proced'J["s and working methods, a"d
its docump~tation, hia delegation w~lcomed th~ fact that the Commission had
succeeded in reachinq specific decisions, it hOQed that they would bring positive
results. On the other hand, the corlclusions reat.~"!d ':/ the Commission in
paragraphs 235 to 241 and 243 to 248 called for a response from Member States.
With reqard to the length of sesAin~' his delegation was convinced that the
Commission would find means to ~ornpensate for their shortening. One remedy might
be to hold more meetings than usual during any given session. On the other hand,
the financial emergency should not be made an excuse for continuing to deprive the
Office of Legal Affairs of several post3 that were essential for the secretariat
serving the Commission. In conclusion, his delegRtion w~icomed the holding of the
1987 G:LlLerto Amado W~morial Lecture, and thanked '.:he Brazilian Government for
making it possible.

34. Mr. JI'.CLlVIDES (Cyprus) said that the CommissIon's current report was up to the
usual high standan....... Evidently, the Commission had functioned well, and it was
gratifying to note the intensive work carried OJt by the Planning Group. Although
the Commission had taken a welcome hard look at ita programme, procedures and
methods of work, there had been an unavoidable lapse in dealing with the very
~mportant issue ef State responsibility, which - it was to be hoped - would be
c'lmpe:nsated for at future Commission sessions. None the less, there had been some
constructive planning, as well as productive work on the issues of the draft Code
of Offences against the Peace and Security of Mankind, the law of the
non-navio'itional uses of international watercourses, internutional liability for
ir,jurioud ccnsequenceG arising out of acts not prohibitpd by international law, and
r~~.~tions between States and international organizations. Cyprus fUlly endorsed
th~ Commission's call to Governments to submit on time their comments and
suggestions regarding the jurisdictional immunities of States and their property,
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and the status of the diplomatic courier and the diplomatic bag not accompallied by
diplomatic courier.

35. His del~gation viewed ~Lth general approval the organizational matters dealt
with in chapter VI of the report (A/42/l0). More particularly, it noted the
Commission's intention to complete by 1991 the first reading of the drftft articles
on the Code. However, it would prefer to see greater priority given to the issue
of State responsibility. On methods of work, it agreed that some specific aspects
of the Cc~mission's procedures should be under constant review. The suggestions
made in that connection at the previous meeting by Sw\~den, on behalf of the Nordic
countries, deser\'~d careful consideration. Cyprus shared the view that every
effort should be made to maintain future sessions of no less than 12 weeks and to
provide summary records and all the necessary facilities. Moreo p~, it looked
forward to receiving as early as possible the upOated edition of the publication
The Work of the International Law Commission.

36. Cyprus noted with satisfaction the Commission's continued constructive
co-operation with other bodies, and wished to pay particular trib~te to the
constructive contribution made by the Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee to
the progressive development of international law. It dlso wiRhed to reiterate the
suggestions it had made earlier about approp:iately taking into account the legal
work of the Commonwealth and th~ Movement of Non-Aligned Countries. Moreover, it
wished to stress once again the need for more attention to be paid to the
contribution made by, and the Rpecial concerns of, the neWly-independent and
developing countries. Cyprus also fully supported the continued holding of the
International L~w Semlnar, and had made a token contribution for that purpose.
Similarly, it welcomed the holding of the Gilberto Amado Memorial Lecture and was
grateful to the Government of Brazil fOL its generosity in that connection.

37. The item dealing with the draft Code of Offences against the Pea~e and
Security '>f Mankind was of the utmost importance. Cyprus accepted the restriction
of the drdft's scope to individu~ls, for the time being for the pragmatic reasons
stated in the past, without prejudice to its position on the responsibility of
States. His Government also wished to make it clear that the draft Code should
include the three elements of crimes, penalties an("~ jurisdiction. In vie" of
recent indications of rethinking by the Soviet Union of its attitude on
international jurisdiction, ther~ might be room for optimism in that connection.
Furthermore, his deJegatiun welcomed the Commission's decisiDn to recommer.d that
the title of the: I ,I should be changed to "Draft Code of Crimes against the Peace
and Security of ManIHnd". It noted with much respect the views exp' ~ssed by Sierra
Leol'e 1n .:hat connection. The draft Code was aealinq liot only with "crimes", as
distinct from "delicts" in the sense of article 19 of part one of the draft on
State reBponsibility, but also with the most grave and serious crimes" While the
term "offences" was broad enough to cover such crimes, it was logical to use the
term "crimes", the':c.by aligning the English version with the French and Spanish
versions. Such a change in terminology was more accurate legally and more weighty
politically.
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38. The definition in draft article 1 WAS acceptable so far as it went. For the
reaoon cited in paragraph (5) of the commentary, the ex~re8sion "under
international law" should not be in square brackets. It would be preferable to
find a way to convey the element of the seriousness or gravity of the crime~ in the
definition itself, rather than in the commentary. An additional paragraph might
read: "The crimes against the pedce and security of mankind are the acts which
jeopardi~e the most vital interests of mankind and violate the fundamental
pril~iples of international law". Of course, the question of the crimes defined in
the draft Code was left pending.

39. Draft article 2 correctly rested on the assumption of the supremacy of
international criminal law. The analogy of the conflict in a federal system of
government between a stat~ statute and the federal conatitution was indeed valid.
Cyprus had always held the view that there was a180 auch a hierarchy of rules in
international law itself, with jus cogens prevailing over other rul~s of
international law. His delegation wondered whether the second sentence of the
draft article needed to be included in the article itself or whether it might be
preferable to include it in the commentary.

40. The current text of draft article 3 differed from the earlier version
submitted by the Special Rapporteur in two respects: it referred to an
"individual" instead of a "person", which was broader, and it contained a second
paragraph. Those changes related to the sensitive issue of whether the draft Code
should covur the criminal responsibility of States. It had been agreed that for
the time being the scope of the draft Code should be restricted to individuals,
\/ithout prejudice to the position of many Commission members on the principle of
the criminal responsibility of States. If that compromise on the draft Code did
not speed up the equivalent work on the issue of State responsibility, the
Commission members who held strong views on the matter would reopen the is~ue of
the criminal responsibility of States in the context of the draft Code.

41. Cyprus had no difficulty in approving the text of draft article 5, which was
in fact an improvemrnt on the version submitted earlier. Nor did it have any
difficulty in accepting draft article 6. If there was to be an international
criminal court, it would have to have its own rules and procedural guarantees
ensuring due process. On the other hand, the Special Rapporteur and the Commission
had been right to rely on the distillation of the jurisdictional guarantees as
form~lated in several international legal instruments, and it could indeed De
argued that the minimum guarantees to which every l,uman being was entitled could
amount to peremptory norms.

42. No one could disagree with the basic idea of protection againsL double
jeopardy (non bis in idem) that underlay draft article 7. The question was how to
apply that principle in the sphere of international criminal law. The crime in
question w~s one that affected the whole international community and arose under
the rules of international criminal law. Also in that context, there w~s the basic
question of the application of the non bis in idem principle in terms of national
or International criminal jurisdiction. As long as that question was unresolved,
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difficultie~ might arise in pr.actice. Cyprus had already expressed its preference
for an international criminal jurisdiction that would provide the mo~e satisfactory
answer in terms of avoiding those potential difficulties. However, as long as
univer~al, national or l=-lirallel jUt .adiction ('ould be Axerc!sed, it took the view
that the crime with re<;jard to whl.ch the allege,~ offender had been convicted or
acquitted must be the same if the alleged offender was to be entitled to protection
against double jfl:opardy. The -",ording of the draft article in question would heed
to remain pending until the funda~ntal question of who ~as to exercise
jurisdiction u~ler the draft Code was finally settled.

43. Cyprus was of th~ view th,t the Commission's mandate extended to the
preparation of the statute of a competellt criminal jurisdiction for individuClls.
Although international criminal juriediction WlSS more consistel1t with the overall
philosophy of the draft Cnde, it should not be forgotten that international
law-making was the art of the possible, and that it was necessary to remain within
the parameters of minimum common denominators ~nd of compromises, as the price for
securing a successful outcome for the Ilraft Code. While the task ahead was
difficult and challenging, the overal~ objective of deterring international crime
and punishing those who commi tted it was a worthy one that should be pursued with
determination.

44. For CyprtlS, which had been the victim of brutal military aggression,
continuing occupation and massive human-rights violations, the draft Code was f~r

from an academic exercise. Over 13 years aft~r the international crime to which he
was refer ring had beer, committed, and despite dozens of legally bind ing resolutions
adopted by the United Nations and decisions adopted by other internat!onal bodies,
including the Movement of Non-Aligned COuntries and the Commonwealth, the tragic
situation in Cyprus remained without remedy. In f~ct, it had been further
aggravated through illegal attempted secession and the systematic efforts of the
occupying Power, Turkey, to alter and fllls!fy the age-long demographic compos! ~'ion

of the island, to destroy and obliterate the cultural heritage of the areas it had
occupied through the illegal use of force, and to bring about partition inLhe
guise of an unfair and unworkable system of ethnic separation. All that had been
occur ring before the eyes of the il.~.ernational community, whose nlembers, for a
variety of reasons, had been unable or unwilling to act effectively in order to
implement th~ resolutions for which they had voted. Cyprus was a test-case for the
relevance of international law and the effectiveness of the United Nations.

45. His Government did not believe that the draft Code wa: a curp-all, any more
~han the Definition of Aggression had proved to ~ salutary. However, an effective
draft Code, with appropriate penalties and jurisdiction, might at least serve as an
important building-block for constructing the edifice of international legal order..
and as a deterrent to aqqtessors and other violators of its provisions.

46. Mr. Mikulka (Czechoslovakia) took the Chair.
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47. Mr. LV'I'EM ('I'urkey), speakinq in f'xercit,e of the right of reply, rpmindpd the
representat. ive of Cyprus that the Sixth Commi ttee was not the right plan' for
r"marks about thp. situation 10 Cyprus.

The meeting rose at 12.10 p.m.


